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Renowned companies confirm participation in Cutting World 2023


Registrations with early bird discount open now


Registrations with early bird discount open now

Cutting World, the specialist trade fair for the entire cutting value chain, will be held at Messe Essen from April 25-27, 2023. After the event had to take a break this year due to a pandemic, the industry is looking forward all the more to the upcoming synergistic combination of trade fair and cutting congress. The registration documents are now available at www.cuttingworld.de. An early bird discount of 15 percent beckons if you register quickly. Among others, Air Liquide, Beosys, Boschert, Expercut, IHT Automation, Mecanumeric, NUM, Mazak, Messer Cutting Systems, STM Waterjet and WBM have already confirmed their participation.

They are all convinced by the concept of Cutting World. As the only highly specialized trade fair in its sector, it brings together supply and demand for everything to do with professional cutting. Here, solutions are shown across the entire process chain. Manufacturers of oxyfuel cutting systems, plasma cutting systems, laser cutting systems and waterjet cutting systems - they all present themselves at the trade show. In addition to cutting technologies, the range includes upstream and downstream processes: from work preparation, control software and filter systems to levelling, deburring and edging, and marking of the cut materials.

The trade show thus primarily addresses trade visitors from sectors of the sheet metal working industry as well as processors of non-metallic materials. Cutting World will present itself to all of them as a trend barometer. After all, the digital networking of manufacturing processes will be the focus in 2023. The trade show will be given special added value by the German Cutting Congress, which will be held in parallel. There, renowned speakers will provide information on current topics and innovations that move the industry.

 This is what exhibitors at Cutting World 2023 have to say:

Sascha Fritze, Business Unit Manager Laser, Yamazaki Mazak Deutschland GmbH:

"We are already in great anticipation of the second edition of CUTTING WORLD in spring 2023. What began in 2018, we are continuing together with Messe Essen and the German Cutting Congress. Companies that are already specialists in laser cutting, but also those that are just considering cutting metal themselves in the future, are in exactly the right place at the trade fair. By presenting our machine portfolio, we provide numerous insights into the simple operation of our laser cutting machines."

 Norbert Semsch, IM Offer Deployer Central Europe, Air Liquide Germany:

"The right process gases are what make cutting perfect. Therefore, CUTTING WORLD is the optimal stage for Air Liquide to present our high bandwidth in this important segment. From oxyfuel to plasma and laser cutting, we have the process gases in our portfolio that make the cutting process even more productive and economical, as well as delivering a high-quality result. We look forward to exchanging ideas with the industry at CUTTING WORLD at Messe Essen."

 

 


